
WAVE is a contemporary dance company founded in 2016 in Geneva, under the artistic direction
of Pauline Raineri.

WAVE was selected by RESO - réseau danse suisse - to participate in the platform Tanzfaktor
2018 with the solo Si | Si. The solo was performed 19 times between March 2018 and September
2018 in eleven different national theatres.
Since 2016, the company tours its works in Switzerland and Europe, among others at the Théâtre
de l'Usine Geneva, Dampzentrale Bern, Roxy Theater Basel, Tanzhaus Zürich, Festival Resolution
London UK, Edinburgh Festival Fringe UK, and Lucky Trimmer Berlin DE.

WAVE has collaborated with Junebug Company (CH) in the past. The two companies presented
two triple bills at the Edinburgh Festival Fringe: Budge3 in 2015 and Trip The Light in 2016. They
also created the piece Carte Blanche together.

WAVE presented the duet Thelma at the Quarts d'Heure de Sévelin in 2017, which later won the
2nd place during the Festival Arcadanse in Annecy in March 2017. The piece was also performed
at the Théâtre de l'Abri in Geneva (CH), the Festival de Malaz 2017 in Seynod (FR), the
Plateforme InciDanse 2017 in Fribourg (CH), and the Fête de la Musique 2018 in Geneva.

Pauline Raineri's most recent creation, W.A.Y.T, premiered in June 2018 at the Théâtre du
Galpon in Geneva.

The company is punctually supported by the Ville de Genève, the Ville de Carouge, the Loterie
Romande, the Foundation Ernst Göhner, the Foundation Sophie + Karl Binding, the Foundation
Emilie Gourd, the Nestlé Foundation for the Arts, the FLUXUM Foundation, the Fonds Mécénat
SIG and the CORODIS.

ABOUT WAVE
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Pauline RAINERI – Choreographer and dancer

Pauline trained at the Conservatoire Régional d’Annecy where she obtained her DEC
in classical ballet, and pursued her training at the Virginia School of the Arts (USA). In
2010, she joined the Ballet Junior de Genève for three years.

Since completing her training in 2013, Pauline has danced for different artists and
choreographers such as Roméo Castellucci & Cindy Van Acker at the Opéra de Paris
and at the Teatro Real de Madrid, Tamara Bacci & Carmen Perrin for the Festival de
la Bâtie in Geneva, Beaver Dam Co., Sally Marie and James Finnemore among others.
Pauline collaborated with Junebug Company on the triptychs Budge3 and Trip The
Light, and created and danced in the piece Carte Blanche with the precious help of
actor Arnaud Mathey.
She also restaged the piece Black Cold Burns by Stĳn Celis for the Ballet Junior de
Genève, and regularly teaches classes and workshops in Switzerland and Europe.
In 2016, she founded her companyWAVE in Geneva, and has been touring her work
in Switzerland and Europe: France, Germany, England, Scotland and Luxembourg.

Her solo Si | Si was selected for the 25th edition of Lucky Trimmer in Berlin and for the
Tanzfaktor tour 2018, organized by RESO – Réseau Danse Suisse. From March to
September 2018, the solo was performed 19 times across Switzerland.
For more information, please visit the company’s website: www.wavedanceco.com

She presented her latest creation W.A.Y.T in June 2018 at the Théâtre du Galpon in
Geneva, and also proposed a round-table discussion about “Fantasy and construction
of the Femme Fatale” with the participation of a philosopher and a student in Gender
Studies. Between philosophy and questioning the role female figures take on in
society, Pauline continues her meticulous research on movement and experimenting
on how the concept is translated through the body.

Her meetings have led her to Tunisia, where she regularly participates in a cultural
exchange with the association Langart for the project Hors Ville. In June 2018, she
participated in the first edition of the Journées Chorégraphiques de Carthage with
the same association.

Beyond her interest for choreography, Pauline is curious about its intrinsic links to
theatre. She participated in a theatrical improvisation workshop with Laurent Baier,
and is a member of the company Nigave with actors Arnaud Mathey and Eliot
Bühlmann, both alumni of the school Les Teintureries in Lausanne.
In 2018, she took her first steps in the language of Molière with La Compagnie du
Fond du Bus. She played the role of Clitandre and Dubois in Le Misanthrope, directed
by Eliot Bühlmann.

For the 2018/19 season, Pauline is working as assistant to choreographer Olivia
Grandville for her new creation for the Ballet de Lorraine in Nancy (FR).
She is also participating in the focus group Le Labo Critique, organised by the Théatre
du Poche in Geneva, and led by dramaturg and director Sarah Jane Moloney.

Press for WAVE

" A bold and compeling work "
Lyndsey Winship

" French choreographer, Pauline Raineri, presents an incredibly honest investigation
into the depths of despair and the reality of escape."
Maya Pindar

" Si | Si, a slow burner restraining huge power."
Oliver Newson, Broadway Baby
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Sophie AMMANN – Choreographer and dancer

Born in Switzerland, Sophie Ammann trained in classical ballet at the Tanz Akademie
in Zürich, and continued her artistic education at the Royal Conservatoire of Scotland,
where she obtained her BA Modern Ballet in 2012. Back in Switzerland, she joined the
Ballet Junior de Genève from 2012-2014.
After completing her training, she founded the collective Junebug Company with her
colleagues Erin O’Reilly and Rosanne Briens. Together, they have co-signed and
performed their pieces in Switzerland and abroad, including at the Festival Electron
(CH), Fête de la Danse (CH), Fête de la Musique (CH), Cottier Dance Project (UK) and
Festival Ulicnih Sviraca (RS) among others. In 2017, the three choreographers created
their first full-evening work,WICCA: a celebration of femininity that finds its power in
traversing its natural cycles, and the unity of sisterhood that underlies it all. The piece
was created at the Théâtre de la Parfumerie in Geneva, and subsequently toured in
Northern Ireland at the Echo Echo Festival of Movement and Dance in Derry. Junebug
Company is punctually supported by the Ville de Genève, the République et Canton
de Genève, the Loterie Romande, the Stanley Thomas Johnson Foundation, Swiss
Cultural Fund UK, Foundation Emilie Gourd, FLUXUM, CORODIS and Ernst Göhner.

In 2016, Sophie worked as assistant and understudy for Swiss choreographer Marie-
Caroline Hominal on the creation of her piece Taxi-Dancers. In 2018, she reprised the
role of La Renommée in the short film Le Triomphe de la Renommée, directed by
Marie-Caroline Hominal and presented at the Centre Culturel Suisse in Paris.

Beginning of 2018, she worked as a dancer with French collective (LA)HORDE, for the
creation of the live show of music artist Christine and the Queens. In July 2018, she
collaborated with the collective again and was featured in their new short film
CULTES, filmed at the Eurockéennes Festival in Belfort (FR).

Recently, she has been working as a dancer for Swiss collectiveWoman’s Move, in the
creations Drop The Gogo (choreography Elsa Couvreur) and Gender Cubicles
(choreography Iona D’Annunzio).

For Sophie, the act of sharing is what drives her artistic practice: it’s the meshing of
ideas and world visions that inspire her to delve deeper in artistic research. She has
previously collaborated with WAVE | Pauline Raineri and the other artists of Junebug
Company, as well as with the precious help of actor Arnaud Mathey, on the creation
of the concept Carte Blanche. Using improvisational techniques, this concept requires
audience participation to create a contemporary dance piece. The piece premiered at
the Edinburgh Festival Fringe (UK) in 2016.

Equally inspired by other artistic practices, Sophie regularly participates in workshops
to expand her skills, such as clown and theatrical improvisation workshops. She wishes
to give the ridiculous the same weight as seriousness, and find the humanity in the
absurd.

Alongside her artistic work, she obtained her MA Cultural Management with
Distinction in 2015 from Northumbria University. Since 2016, she also works as
administrator and producer for Beaver Dam Company (CH).

Press for Junebug Company

“ WICCA (…) compels in its ambition, themes, and execution, sincerely representing
and celebrating femininity in a quietly meditative and nakedly personal manner. (…) a
intelligently conceived, richly scored, theme-heavy piece that entrances everyone in
the Derry Walls-based dance studio with its tender grace. ”
Simon Fallaha for Culture Northern Ireland

“ a beautifully mesmerising dance piece that is both hypnotic and inventive. ”
EdFringe Review

“ enterprisingly cliche-free movement ”
Mary Brennan, The Herald (UK)
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Valeria PACCHIANI - Set designer
Valeria Pacchiani obtained a Masters degree in International Relations at the Institut des
Hautes Etudes Internationales et de Développement in 2008. She decided to pursue her
artistic career by acting and later designing sets. After designing her first few sets in the
Lemanic region, she studied for a Masters degree in Scenography at the Royal Welsh College
of Music and Drama in Cardiff, Wales. She obtained the May Edwards prize for her work
accomplished during her studies, and was selected for the Linbury Prize along with eleven
finalists. Furthermore, she presented her scenographic project at the National Theatre in
London. She obtained a bursary to assist in the production of the opera Meistersinger von
Nürnberg at the Royal Opera House, London, alongside scenographer Mia Stensgaard and
director Kasper Holten. Back in Switzerland, she taught set design workshops at the Grand
Théâtre de Genève for schools. In 2018, she worked on different projects, including during the
first season of the Théâtre du Poche with directors Manon Krütli, Jean-Daniel Piguet and Lucile
Carré. She also collaborated on the creation Automne written by Julien Mages and directed
by Jean-Yves Ruf at the Théâtre du Grütli in Geneva. For more information valpac.ch

Timothée GIDDEY - Composer
A polyvalent composer and musician, Timothée studied at the Ecole de Jazz et de Musique
Actuelle in Lausanne, where he developed his musical knowledge under teacher Guillaume
Perret. In 2016, he obtained his Bachelor's degree in saxophone at the Haute Ecole des Arts
of Berne. He is interested in diverse jazz styles, such as acoustic jazz (Thérèse Lechat Trio or
Mireille, Trio Augmenté), jazz-rock (Kharbon), and fusion (Monkey Strikes Back). He participates
in different projects touching on klezmer and balkan music (Fanfare Balkanique illimitée), funk
(Sunday June) and gospel (Glo-gospel). He also plays the electric bass in the soul group The
Fifth is a Girl and electronic music group Chinzilla. In addition to the bass, he uses sequencers
and rhythm machines. His main focus during his studies at the Haute Ecole in Berne being
composition, he writes music for the bands he plays in. In December 2018, he participated in
the project Bernarda, directed by Giulia Belet, for which he composed and played the music
live.

Tiago BRANQUINO - Lighting designer
A cultural actor in Switzerland's Riviera, Tiago Branquino is first and foremost lighting designer,
and works at the Bout de Monde in Vevey, the NED, the Décal'Quai and the Rocking Chair as
such. He is also administrator for the association Trois Petits Points, responsible for the funding
of Autour du Monde, and an elected political official. He is also improviser, rapper and editor
for A Song Per Day. In December 2018, he worked on the lighting design for Bernarda,
directed by Giulia Belet and performed at the Théâtre 2.21 in Lausanne. Tiago has been
working with WAVE since 2018, and created the lighting design for W.A.Y.T, presented at the
Théatre du Galpon in Geneva.

Arnaud MATHEY - Theatrical assistant
Born in Geneva, Arnaud studied in the pre-professional course at the Conservatoire de
Genève during three years, and pursued his studies at Les Teintureries, a drama school in
Lausanne, from which he graduated in June 2017. In 2013, he worked for Théâtre Am Stram
Gram as part of "Théâtre dans ta classe". Member of the theatre company Les Batteurs de
Pavés since 2013, he performs in Les Trois Mousquetaires, a moving street performance lasting
more than five hours, adapted from the novel by Alexandre Dumas and directed by Matthieu
Béguelin. During the season 2017/2018, he played in Hamlet and La Nuit des Rois written by
Shakespeare and directed by Eric Devanthéry. He continued the season with the creation of
the pieceMère Courage written by Bertold Brecht, directed by Gianni Schneider at the Théâtre
du Jorat. Arnaud is also a member of Groupe B, which presents pieces by B. Brecht, among
others Tambours dans la Nuit at the Théâtre des Clochards Célestes in Lyon in March 2018. In
parallel to his work as an actor, he is interested in movement, and has collaborated with WAVE
since 2017. He worked as assistant duringW.A.Y.T.
For more information https://www.comedien.ch/comediens/arnaud-mathey/

Sidonie Simon - Assistant
Contemporary dancer, choreographer and feminist based in Geneva. Co-organiser of the
Feminist Queer Festival Ratures.
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